The paper is focused on reaction dynamics of superheavy nucleus formation and decay at beam energies near the Coulomb barrier. The aim is to review the things we have learned from recent experiments on fusion-fission reactions leading to the formation of compound nuclei with Z ≥ 102 and from their extensive theoretical analysis. The choice of collective degrees of freedom playing a principal role and finding the adiabatic multi-dimensional driving potential regulating the whole process are discussed. Dynamics of heavy-ion low energy collisions is studied within the realistic model based on multi-dimensional Langevin equations. Theoretical predictions are made for synthesis of SH nuclei in symmetric and asymmetric fusion reactions as well as in damped collisions of transactinides.
Introduction
To describe properly and simultaneously the strongly coupled deep inelastic (DI), quasi-fission (QF) and fusion-fission processes of low-energy heavyion collisions we have to choose, first, the unified set of degrees of freedom playing the principal role both at approaching stage and at the stage of separation of reaction fragments. The number of the degrees of freedom should not be too large so that one is able to solve numerically the corresponding set of dynamic equations. On the other hand, however, with a restricted number of collective variables it is difficult to describe simultaneously DI collision of two separated nuclei and QF of the highly deformed mono-nucleus. Second, we have to determine the unified potential energy surface (depending on all the degrees of freedom) which regulates in general all the processes. Finally, the corresponding equations of motion should be formulated to perform numerical analysis of the studied reactions.
The distance between the nuclear centers R (corresponding to the elongation of a mono-nucleus), dynamic spheroidal-type surface deformations δ 1 and δ 2 , mutual in-plane orientations of deformed nuclei φ 1 and φ 2 , and mass asymmetry η =
A1−A2
A1+A2 are probably the relevant degrees of freedom in fusion-fission dynamics. Note that we take into consideration all the degrees of freedom needed for description of all the reaction stages. Thus, in contrast with other models, we need not to split artificially the whole reaction into several stages when we consider strongly coupled DI, QF and CN formation processes. Unambiguously defined initial conditions are easily formulated at large distance, where only the Coulomb interaction and zero-vibrations of the nuclei in their ground states determine the motion.
Adiabatic potential energy
The interaction potential of separated nuclei is calculated rather easily within the folding procedure with effective nucleon-nucleon interaction or parameterized, e.g., by the proximity potential 1 . Of course, some uncertainty remains here, but the height of the Coulomb barrier obtained in these models coincides with the empirical Bass parametrization 2 within 1 or 2 MeV. Dynamic deformations of colliding spherical nuclei and mutual orientation of statically deformed nuclei significantly affect their interaction changing the height of the Coulomb barrier for more than 10 MeV. It is caused mainly by a strong dependence of the distance between nuclear surfaces on the deformations and orientations of nuclei 3 .
After contact the mechanism of interaction of two colliding nuclei becomes more complicated. For fast collisions (E/A ∼ ε Fermi or higher) the nucleus-nucleus potential, V diab , should reveal a strong repulsion at short distances protecting the "frozen" nuclei to penetrate each other and form a nuclear matter with double density (diabatic conditions, sudden potential). For slow collisions (near-barrier energies), when nucleons have enough time to reach equilibrium distribution (adiabatic conditions), the nucleusnucleus potential energy, V adiab , is quite different (Fig. 1) . Thus, for the nucleus-nucleus collisions at energies well above the Coulomb barrier we need to use a time-dependent potential energy, which after contact gradually transforms from a diabatic potential energy into an adiabatic one:
Here t is the time of interaction and f (t) is a smoothing function with parameter τ relax ∼ 10 −21 s, f (t = 0) = 0, f (t >> τ relax ) = 1. The calculation of the multidimensional adiabatic potential energy surface for heavy nuclear system remains a very complicated physical problem, which is not yet solved in full. In this connection the two-center shell model 4 seems to be most appropriate for calculation of the adiabatic potential energy surface. However, the simplest version of this model with restricted number of collective coordinates, using standard parametrization of the macroscopic (liquid drop) part of the total energy 5, 6 and overlapping oscillator potentials for calculation of the single particle states and resulting shell correction, does not reproduce correctly values of the nucleus-nucleus interaction potential for well separated nuclei and at contact point (depending on mass asymmetry). The same holds for the value of the Coulomb barrier and the depth of potential pocket at contact. No doubt, within an extended version of this model all these shortcomings may be overcome (see the talk of A. Karpov).
Two-core model
In Refs. 7, 8, 9 for a calculation of the adiabatic potential energy surface the "two-core approximation" was proposed based on the two-center shell model idea and on a process of step-by-step nucleon collectivization. It is assumed that on a path from the initial configuration of two touching nuclei to the compound mono-nucleus configuration and on a reverse path to the fission channels the nuclear system consists of two cores (z 1 , n 1 ) and (z 2 , n 2 ) surrounded with a certain number of common (shared) nucleons ∆A = A CN − a 1 − a 2 moving in the whole volume occupied by the two cores, see Fig. 2 . Denote by ∆A CN the number of collectivized nucleons at which the two cores a 1 and a 2 fit into the volume of CN ("dissolve" inside it and lose completely their individuality), i.e., R(a 1 
CN ), where δ 1 and δ 2 are the dynamic deformations of the cores. It is clear that ∆A CN < A CN and the compound nucleus is finally formed when the elongation of the system becomes shorter than a saddle point elongation of CN. Adiabatic driving potential can be defined in the following way
HereB(a 1 ) =β 1 a 1 ,B(a 2 ) =β 2 a 2 andB(∆A) = 0.5(β 1 +β 1 )∆A are the binding energies of the cores and of common nucleons. These quantities depend on the number of shared nucleons. Define the range of collectivization as x = ∆A/∆A CN , thenβ 1,2 can be roughly approximated as
, where β exp 1,2 and β exp CN are specific binding energies of the isolated (free) fragments, which can be derived from the experimental nuclear masses or calculated rather accurately within the macroscopic-microscopic model 6 . φ(x) is an appropriate monotonous function satisfying the conditions φ(x = 0) = 1, φ(x = 1) = 0. Thus the specific binding energies of the coresβ 1,2 approach the specific binding energy of CN with increasing ∆A. All the shell effects enter the total energy (1) by means of β exp 1,2 and β exp CN . Interaction of the fragmentsṼ 12 is defined in usual way at R ≥ R cont as a sum of the Coulomb and nuclear potentials. This interaction weakens gradually with increasing the number of shared nucleons ∆A at R CN < R < R cont , i.e. with gradual dissolving the two cores inside the compound mono-nucleus. The interaction energy just transforms to the binding energy of CN. Thus, once the compound nucleus has been formed (∆A = ∆A CN ), the total energy of the system
Calculations of adiabatic potential energy within the two-core approximation and within the two-center shell model give rather similar results at R < R cont 9, 10 . At the same time, there are several advantages of the two-core model. To get a reasonable value for the fission barrier we used the shell corrections at zero and ground state deformations (calculated according to Ref. 6 ) and the parametrization of the liquid drop energy proposed in Ref. 11 . Based on these values the adiabatic potential was calculated for small deformations. Then it was joined together with the potential of two touching nuclei as it was proposed in Ref. 7, 9 . Experimental binding energies of two cores were used, thus giving us the "true" values of the shell corrections. As a result, the two-core model gives automatically an explicit (experimental) value of the nucleus-nucleus interaction energy in the asymptotic region for well separated nuclei where it is known (the Coulomb interaction plus nuclear masses). It gives also quite realistic heights of the Coulomb barriers, which is very important for description of near-barrier heavy ion reactions. Note that the proposed driving potential is defined in the whole region R CN < R < ∞, it is a continuous function at R = R cont and, thus, may be used for simultaneous description of the whole fusionfission dynamics of heavy nuclear systems.
Clusterization and shape-isomeric states
Within the two-core model the processes of compound nucleus formation, fission and quasi-fission may be described both in the space of (R, η, δ 1 , δ 2 ) and in the space (a 1 , δ 1 ; a 2 , δ 2 ), because for a given nuclear configuration (R, η, δ 1 , δ 2 ) we may unambiguously determine the two cores a 1 and a 2 . It is extremely important for interpretation of physical meaning of some deep minima on the potential energy surface. Adiabatic driving potential (1) is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of z 1 and z 2 at R ≤ R cont (minimized over n 1 and n 2 ) and also as a function of elongation and mass asymmetry at fixed deformations of both fragments. It is easily to see that the shell structure, clearly revealing itself in the contact of two nuclei is also retained at R < R cont (see the deep minima in the regions of z 1,2 ∼ 50 and z 1,2 ∼ 82 in Fig. 3b ). Following the fission path (dotted curves in Fig. 3a ,b) the nuclear system goes through the optimal configurations (with minimal potential energy) and overcomes the multihumped fission barrier (Fig. 3c ). These intermediate minima correspond to the shape isomer states. Now, from analysis of the driving potential (see Fig. 3a ,b), we may definitely conclude that these isomeric states are nothing else but the two-cluster configurations with magic or semi-magic cores surrounded with a certain number of shared nucleons.
It would be interesting to estimate the adiabatic potential energy also for the three-center configuration. Such clusterization may play a role in vicinity of scission point, where the shared nucleons ∆A may form a third cluster located between the two heavy cores a 1 and a 2 . Such calculation need at least two more degrees of freedom and is difficult to be performed.
Orientations effects
It is well known that the orientation effects play very important role in sub-barrier fusion of deformed nuclei by significantly increasing the capture probability due to decreasing the Coulomb barrier for nose-to-nose collisions. There is some evidence that the orientation effects could be very important also at the stage of CN formation 12 (especially in the synthesis of SH nuclei 13 ) by significantly decreasing the fusion probability for the nose-to-nose configurations which lead the nuclear system preferably into the QF channels. Up to now this effect was not taken into account explic-itly in theoretical models, only the empirical parametrization of it had been used 9 . The main difficulty here is a calculation of the adiabatic potential energy for (in principle, unknown) subsequent shapes of the nuclear system starting from the configuration of arbitrary oriented two touching deformed nuclei and up to more or less spherical CN. Moreover, additional degrees of freedom are definitely needed to describe these complicated shapes. The standard two-center shell model, as well as other macro-microscopic models, deal only with axially symmetric shapes. Within the two-core model we may calculate the adiabatic potential energy not only for axially symmetric shapes but also for the side-by-side initial orientation assuming that on the way to CN only the equatorial dynamic deformations of both fragments may change, whereas the static deformations of the cores (along axes perpendicular to the line connecting two centers) gradually relax to zero values with increasing equatorial deformation and mass transfer, see schematic Fig. 4 . This assumption seems quite reasonable because there are no forces which may change the "perpendicular" deformations of the fragments. In that case we need no additional degrees of freedom. The same variables δ 1 and δ 2 may be used for dynamic deformations along the axis between nuclear centers (δ 1,2 = 0 at contact). We assume that the static deformations of the nuclei just gradually disappear with increasing mass transfer and dynamic equatorial deformations: δ
. Thus, they are not independent variables. Here η 0 is the initial mass asymmetry, δ Coulomb barrier in the entrance channel is significantly higher. However, at the contact point this configuration is much more compact and the path to formation of CN is much shorter comparing with the tip (nose-to-nose) collisions. So we may expect higher fusion probability in this case, and our calculations (see below) confirm that. It is rather difficult (if possible, at all) to derive adiabatic potential energy of the nuclear system evolving from the configuration of arbitrary oriented touching deformed nuclei. In contrast, the diabatic potential energy is calculated easily in that case by using the double folding procedure, for example. To take somehow into account the orientation effect in the cross section of CN formation we may simply average the results obtained for the two limiting orientations. 
Collision dynamics

Equations of motion
A choice of dynamic equations for the considered degrees of freedom is also not so evident. The main problem here is a proper description of nucleon transfer and change of the mass asymmetry which is a discrete variable by its nature. Moreover, the corresponding inertia parameter µ η , being calculated within the Werner-Wheeler approach, becomes infinite at contact (scission) point and for separated nuclei. In Ref. 
has been derived from the corresponding master equation for the distribution function φ(A, t) 14, 15 . Here Γ(t) is the normalized random variable with Gaussian distribution,
, and D
A , D (2) A are the transport coefficients. A is the number of nucleons in one of the fragments and η = (2A − A CN )/A CN .
Assuming that sequential nucleon transfers play a main role in mass rearrangement, i.e. A ′ = A ± 1, we have
]. For nuclei in contact the macroscopic transition probability λ(A → A ′ = A±1) is defined by nuclear level density 14, 15
) . Here T = √ E * /a is the local nuclear temperature, E * (R, δ, η) is the excitation energy, a is the level density parameter, and λ 0 is the nucleon transfer rate (∼ 10 22 s −1 14, 15 ), which may, in principle, depend on excitation energy (the same holds for the diffuseness coefficient D (2) A ). This feature, however, is not completely clear. Here we treat the nucleon transfer rate λ 0 as a parameter of the model. Later we hope to derive the temperature dependence of this parameter from a systematic analysis of available experimental data.
Nucleon transfer for slightly separated nuclei is also rather probable. This intermediate nucleon exchange plays an important role in sub-barrier fusion processes 16 and has to be taken into account in Eq. (2). It can be done by using the following final expression for the transition probability
Here P tr (R, δ, A → A ± 1) is the probability of one nucleon transfer depending on the distance between the nuclear surfaces. This probability goes exponentially to zero at R → ∞ and it is equal to unity for overlapping nuclei. In our calculations we used the semiclassical approximation for P tr proposed in Ref. 
Friction forces and nuclear viscosity
A number of different mechanisms have been suggested in the literature for being responsible for the energy loss in DI collisions. A discussion of the subject and appropriate references can be found, e.g., in 2, 17 . The uncertainty in the strength of nuclear friction and in its form-factor is still very large. Because of that and for the sake of simplicity we use here for separated nuclei the phenomenological nuclear friction forces with the WoodsSaxon radial form-factor F (ζ) = (1 + e ζ ) −1 , ζ = (ξ − ρ F )/a F and ξ is the distance between nuclear surfaces. The shift ρ F ∼ 2 fm serves to approach the position of the friction shape function to the strong absorption distance which is normally larger than the contact distance R cont . Thus γ For overlapping nuclei (mono-nucleus configuration) the two-body nuclear friction can be calculated within the Werner-Wheeler approach 18 . The corresponding viscosity coefficient µ 0 is however rather uncertain. From the analysis of fission-fragment kinetic energies it has been estimated to be of the order of several units of 10 −23 Mev s fm −3 18 . The one-body dissipation mechanism leads in general to stronger nuclear friction and some reduction coefficient for it is often used in specific calculations. Taking into account this uncertainty we use here the Werner-Wheeler approach 18 for calculating the form-factors of nuclear friction γ W W R (R, δ 1 , δ 2 , η) and γ W W δ1,δ2 (R, δ 1 , δ 2 , η) with the viscosity coefficient µ 0 which is treated as a model parameter. To keep continuity of kinetic energy dissipation at contact point, where two colliding nuclei form a mono-nucleus, we switched the phenomenological friction γ There is no problem at contact point for the nuclear friction γ δ1,δ2 associated with the surface deformations.
The two strength parameters of nuclear friction, γ 0 R for well separated nuclei and µ 0 for nuclear viscosity of the deformable mono-nucleus, reflect, from the one side, a possible difference in the mechanisms of dissipation of relative motion kinetic energy in DI collisions of two separated nuclei and nuclear viscosity of a mono-nucleus due to coupling of collective motion (shape parameters) with the particle-hole excitations. On the other side, these friction strength parameters are of the same order of magnitude. Using µ 0 = 0.2 · 10 −22 MeV s fm −3 proposed in 18 we get the nuclear friction coefficient γ R (δ = 0) = 4πR 0 µ 0 ≈ 15 MeV s fm −2 for a change in elongation of a spherical nucleus with radius R 0 = 6 fm. This value can be compared with the value of nuclear friction of two nuclei in con-tact γ R (ξ = 0) = 13 MeV s fm −2 estimated from the "proximity theorem" (Ref. 2 , p. 269) . Nevertheless, as mentioned above, the uncertainty in the values of both parameters is very large. Moreover, microscopic analysis shows that nuclear viscosity may also depend strongly on nuclear temperature 19 . Analyzing experimental data on DI scattering of heavy ions we prefer to treat nuclear friction on a phenomenological base using appropriate strength parameters γ 0 R and µ 0 , which later could be compared with those calculated microscopically 19 .
Decay of primary fragments and cross sections
The cross sections for all the processes can be calculated now in a simple and natural way. A large number of events (trajectories) are tested for a given impact parameter. Those events, in which the nuclear system overcame the fission barrier from the outside and entered the region of small deformations and elongations, are treated as fusion (CN formation). The other events correspond to quasi-elastic, DI and QF processes. Subsequent decay of the excited CN (C → B + xn + N γ) is described then within the statistical model. The double differential cross-sections of all the processes are calculated as follows
Here ∆N η (b, E, θ) is the number of events at a given impact parameter b in which the system enters into the channel η (definite mass asymmetry value) with kinetic energy in the region (E, E + ∆E) and center-of-mass outgoing angle in the region (θ, θ + ∆θ), N tot (b) is the total number of simulated events for a given value of impact parameter. In collisions of deformed nuclei averaging over initial orientations should be performed. It is made quite simply for DI and capture cross sections because the diabatic potential energy surface is easily calculated for any orientation of deformed nuclei. Probability of CN formation is determined mainly by the adiabatic potential, which, as mentioned above, can be calculated for the moment only for the two limiting orientations of touching deformed nuclei. Thus, the cross section of CN formation was calculated by averaging the results obtained for these two limiting orientations (nose-to-nose and side-by-side). Expression (5) describes the mass, energy and angular distributions of the primary fragments formed in the binary reaction (both in DI and in QF processes). Subsequent de-excitation cascades of these fragments via fission and emission of light particles and gamma-rays were taken into ac-count explicitly for each event within the statistical model leading to the final mass and energy distributions of the reaction fragments. The sharing of the excitation energy between the primary fragments was assumed to be proportional to their masses. For each excited fragment the multi-step decay cascade was analyzed taking into account a competition between evaporation of neutrons and/or protons and fission. At the final stage of the evaporation cascade (E * < E sep n ) a competition between γ-emission and fission was taken into account in the same way as for survival of CN. Due to rather high excitations of the fragments the analysis of this evaporation cascade needs the longest computation time. Mass, energy and angular distributions of the fission fragments (regular fission of CN) are also estimated within the statistical model using the dependent on mass asymmetry adiabatic potential energy surface at the scission point.
The used model allows us to perform also a time analysis of the studied reactions. Each tested event is characterized by the reaction time τ int , which is calculated as a difference between re-separation (scission) and contact times. Those events, in which nuclei do not come in contact (e.g., for large impact parameters), are excluded from the analysis. In such a way, for all the channels we may calculate and analyze reaction-time distributions, which is very important for formation of giant quasi-atoms in collisions of heavy transactinide nuclei 20 .
Deep inelastic scattering
At first we applied the model to describe available experimental data on low-energy damped collision of very heavy nuclei, 136 Xe+ 209 Bi 21 , where the DI process should dominate due to expected prevalence of the Coulomb repulsion over nuclear attraction and the impossibility of CN formation. In Fig. 6 the angular, energy and charge distributions of the Xe-like fragments are shown comparing with our calculations (histograms). In accordance with experimental conditions only the events with the total kinetic energy in the region of 260 ≤ E ≤ 546 MeV and with the scattering angles in the region of 40 o ≤ θ c.m. ≤ 100 o were accumulated. The total cross section corresponding to all these events is about 2200 mb (experimental estimation is 2100 mb 21 ). Due to the rather high excitation energy sequential fission of the primary heavy fragments may occur in this reaction (mainly those heavier than Bi). In the experiment the yield of the heavy fragments was found to be about 30% less comparing with Xe-like fragments. Our calculation gives 354 mb for the cross section of sequential-fission, which is quite comparable with experimental data. Mass distribution of the fission fragments is shown in Fig. 6(c) by the dotted histogram. Note that it is a contamination with sequential fission products of heavy primary fragments leading to the bump around Z=40 in the experimental charge distribution in Fig. 6(c) . The interaction time is one of the most important characteristics of nuclear reactions, though it cannot be measured directly. The total reaction time distribution, dσ dlog(τ ) (τ denotes the time between the moments of contact of two nuclei and re-separation of the fragments), is shown in Fig. 7 for the studied reaction. In most of the damped collisions (E loss > 35 MeV) the interaction time is rather short (∼ 10 −21 s). These fast events correspond to collisions with intermediate impact parameters. Nevertheless, a large amount of kinetic energy is dissipated here very fast at relatively low mass transfer.
However, in some cases, in spite of an absence of attractive potential pocket the system may hold in contact rather long. During this time it moves over the multidimensional potential energy surface with almost zero kinetic energy (result of large nuclear viscosity) mainly in deformation and mass-asymmetry space. Note that it is the longest component of the time distribution (second peak in Fig. 7 ) which corresponds to the most dissipative collisions. Large overlap of nuclear surfaces takes place here and, as a result, significant mass rearrangement may occur. In the TKE-mass plot these events spread over a wide region of mass fragments (including symmetric splitting) with kinetic energies very close to kinetic energy of fission fragments [see pronounced bump and its tail in the energy-loss distribution in Fig. 6(b) ]. Some gap between the two groups in the energy and in the time distributions can be also seen in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 7 . All these make the second group of slow events quite distinguished from the first one. These events are more similar to fission than to deep-inelastic processes. Formally, they also can be marked as quasi-fission.
Quasi-fission and SHE formation
Let us consider now the near-barrier 48 Ca+ 248 Cm fusion reaction (leading to the formation of a superheavy nucleus) in which the QF process plays a dominant role. The potential energy surfaces for this nuclear system are shown in Fig. 5 for two different initial orientations of the 248 Cm nucleus at fixed dynamic deformation, which also plays a very important role here. Our calculations show that after overcoming the Coulomb barrier the fragments become first very deformed, then the mass asymmetry gradually decreases and the system finds itself in the quasi-fission valley with one of the fragments close to the doubly magic nucleus 208 Pb (see deep valley at η ≈ 0.4 in Fig. 5 ). To simulate somehow the neck formation in the QF channels and to describe properly the energy distribution of reaction fragments we assumed that the radial parameters of the formfactors of the friction forces are different in the entrance and exit channels. In the first case the contact distance was calculated as
] with r 0 = 1.16 fm whereas for the QF channels the scission distance (up to which the friction forces keep on) was defined as R scission (η, δ) = (1.4/r 0 )[R 1 (A 1 , δ 1 ) + R 2 (A 2 , δ 2 )] + 1 fm. The solid line in Fig. 8(b) just corresponds to the potential energy at the scission point V (r = R scission , δ, η) + Q gg (η) minimized over δ. Fig. 8(a) [absent in the calculations in Fig. 8(b) ] are due to instrument effects. The large yield of the fragments in the region of doubly magic nucleus 208 Pb (and the complimentary light fragments) is the most pronounced feature of the TKE-mass distribution. These QF process ("symmetrizing" quasi-fission) is the dominant channel in reactions of such kind which protects the nuclei from fusing (formation of compound nucleus).
The probability for CN formation in this reaction was found to be very small and depended greatly on the incident energy. Due to a strong dissipation of kinetic energy just the fluctuations (random forces) define the dynamics of the system after the contact of the two nuclei. At near barrier collisions the excitation energy (temperature) of the system is rather low, the fluctuations are weak and the system chooses the most probable path to the exit channel along the quasi-fission valley (see Fig. 5 ). However at non-zero excitation energy there is a chance for the nuclear system to overcome the multi-dimensional inner potential barriers and find itself in the region of the CN configuration (small deformation and elongation). Within the Langevin calculations a great number of events should be tested to find this low probability. For the studied reaction, for example, only several fusion events have been found among more than 10 5 total tested events [see dark region 4 in Fig. 8(c)] .
The cross section of CN formation in this reaction was found really dependent on initial orientation of the statically deformed 248 Cm nucleus. Having for the moment the potential energy surface only for the two limiting orientations (see Fig. 5 ), we performed here a simple averaging of the cross sections obtained for the tip and side configurations. Due to a lower Coulomb barrier, the tip collisions lead to larger value of the capture cross section compared with the side collisions. If we define the capture cross section as all the events in which the nuclei overcome the Coulomb barrier, come in contact and fuse or re-separate with the mass rearrangement exceeding 20 mass units (to distinguish it somehow from the DI cross section), then σ cap ≈ 45 mb for tip collisions and only 5 mb for the side ones at the beam energy of E c.m. = 203 MeV. However, (unambiguously defined) fusion cross sections were found to be rather close for both cases (about 0.03 mb and 0.04 mb, respectively), which means that CN formation at this energy is about 10 times more probable for the side-oriented touching nuclei. This result is in a reasonable agreement with those found previously 9 and with the yield of evaporation residues in this reaction 13 .
Note that a direct experimental study of an influence of static deformations of heavy nuclei on a probability of CN formation could be done by comparison of the capture and evaporation residue cross sections for two fusion reactions, 70 Zn and 144 N are spherical nuclei. We may expect that the excitation functions for the yields of evaporation residues will be quite different for the two reactions reflecting an influence of the orientation effects on the fusion probability.
Within our approach we estimated a possibility of SH element production in the asymmetric fusion reactions of nuclei heavier than 48 Ca with transuranium targets. Such reactions can be used, in principle, for a synthesis of the elements heavier then 118. Fig. 9(c) . SH elements beyond 118 may be synthesized also in the fusion reactions of symmetric nuclei (fission-like fragments). However, in such reactions an uncertainty in calculation of very small cross sections for CN formation is rather large. Dashed and solid curves in Fig. 9 (d) reflect this uncertainty in our estimations of the EvR cross sections in 136 Xe+ 136 Xe fusion reac-tion. If the experiment (planned to be performed in Dubna) will give the EvR cross sections at the level of few picobarns for this reaction then we may really dream about using neutron-rich accelerated fission fragments for production of SH elements in the region of the "island of stability" (e.g., 132 Sn+ 176 Yb→ 308 120). Another possibility for a synthesis of the neutron-rich SH elements is the low-energy damped collisions of very heavy transactinide nuclei 20 (e.g., 238 U+ 248 Cm). Existence of rather pronounced lead valley on the potential landscape of such giant nuclear systems leads to the so-called "inverse" (anti-symmetrizing) quasi-fission process, in which one fragment transforms to the doubly magic nucleus 208 Pb, whereas another one transforms to complementary SH element. In spite of rather high excitation energy, this neutron-rich superheavy nucleus may survive in neutron evaporation cascade giving us an alternative way for SH element production (see Fig. 10 ).
